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A model of high scale inflation is presented where the radial part of the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) field
with a non-minimal coupling to gravity plays the role of the inflaton, and the QCD axion is the
dark matter. A quantum fluctuation of O(H/2pi) in the axion field will result in a smaller angular
fluctuation if the PQ field is sitting at a larger radius during inflation than in the vacuum. This
changes the effective axion decay constant, fa, during inflation and dramatically reduces the produc-
tion of isocurvature modes. This mechanism opens up a new window in parameter space where an
axion decay constant in the range 1012 GeV . fa . 1015 GeV is compatible with observably large
r. The exact range allowed for fa depends on the efficiency of reheating. This model also predicts
a minimum possible value of r = 10−3. The new window can be explored by a measurement of r
possible with Spider and the proposed CASPEr experiment search for high fa axions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years there has been a lot of excitement
among inflationary cosmologists. With the release of the
Planck data [1] and the recent controversy surrounding
the BICEP2 data [2] we have been faced with the serious
possibility of model discrimination, and ensuing debates
about what this means for inflationary theory [3–7]. Of
the many inflationary parameters to be constrained per-
haps the most crucial one for model builders is the the
tensor-to-scalar ratio,
rk =
At(k)
As(k)
, (1)
where At(k), and As(k) are, respectively, the amplitude
of tensor and (adiabatic) scalar perturbations at scale k,
with
As =
1
2
(
H
2piMpl
)2
, At = 8
(
H
2piMpl
)2
, (2)
whereH is the Hubble scale during inflation,  = −H˙/H2
is the first slow-roll parameter and Mpl = 2.435 × 1018
GeV is the reduced Planck mass. We can therefore see
that r = 16 so combining a constraint on r with the
measurement of As = (2.196± 0.060)× 10−9 [1] we may
constrain H. A constraint on H is of utmost importance
because it can be used to rule out different models of
inflation and particle cosmology. In particular, it can
have profound consequences for the cosmology of axions
[8–11].
The axion [12, 13] has long been considered a promis-
ing alternative to thermal WIMP dark matter (DM). Ax-
ion relics can be produced via the misalignment mecha-
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FIG. 1: Schematic of our mechanism. Isocurvature fluctua-
tions in the axion field, δθ, are reduced if the radial field, s,
lies at higher values during inflation, s?, compared to the low
energy minimum, fa.
nism where axion particles are produced through oscilla-
tions about the symmetry breaking potential minimum
[14–21]. However, if the energy scale of inflation is high
this generates unacceptably large [1] axion isocurvature
perturbations if the axion Peccei-Quinn [22] (PQ) scale,
fa, is larger than O(H). It appears that only situations
where the PQ symmetry is restored after inflation are
compatible with an observable r. Large fa models (which
are common in top-down approaches such as string the-
ory [23]) would appear to be ruled out if r is observed.
In this paper we show that if the PQ field itself plays
the role of the inflaton then the problem of isocurvature
modes can be dramatically reduced allowing for high fa
axion DM to be compatible with high scale inflation.
Fig. 1 shows schematically that if the radial part of
the PQ field, s, lies at values larger than fa during infla-
tion then the isocurvature fluctuations of the axion field
will be reduced in amplitude. Isocurvature amplitude is
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2proportional to the ratio δθ/θ, where θ is the axion (an-
gular) direction of the PQ field. The DM abundance fixes
θ. Inflation fixes the dimensionful field displacement at
H/2pi, however this subtends a smaller angle δθ if it is
fixed at large rather than small radius (see Fig. 1).
In Ref. [2] a purported measurement of r = 0.2 was re-
ported, implying H ∼ 1014 GeV. However, recent anal-
yses have called the primordial origin of this signal into
question [24, 25]. Polarised foreground maps recently re-
leased by Planck [26] seem to confirm these suspicions
and point to the BICEP2 signal being largely due to
polarised galactic dust emission. However, there is still
room for 0.01 . r . 0.1 to be observable and consis-
tent with current constraints. Such a detection could
be made, for example, by Spider [27], and the conse-
quences for inflationary cosmology and the axion would
still be just as profound [8]1. The model we present here
is therefore relevant to axion DM if any measurement of
primordial B-modes occurs. We do not fix a value of
r, and consider our model across the entire observable
window.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Sec-
tion II we introduce the model of inflation, in Section III
we discuss the constraints from the axion sector, and in
Section IV we present our results and conclusions.
II. INFLATION WITH THE RADIAL PQ FIELD
The PQ symmetry was first introduced [22] to solve
the Stong-CP problem of the Standard Model. The ori-
gin of this problem is the presence of the CP -violating
topological θ-term,
Sθ =
θ
32pi2
∫
d4x Tr GµνG˜µν . (3)
This term generates a electric dipole moment for the
neutron which is very tightly constrained (dn < 2.9 ×
10−26e cm [30]) implying that θ must be tuned to be
very small (. 10−10). The solution provided by the
PQ mechanism is to identify θ with a pseudo Nambu-
Goldstone boson (the axion) of a broken U(1) symmetry.
Non-perturbative QCD effects at T < ΛQCD generate the
axion potential [31]
V (a) ' m2af2a (1− cos θ) , (4)
where ma is the axion mass, fa is the axion decay con-
stant, and θ = a/fa. This potential causes the θ-term to
dynamically relax to zero.2
1 An ultimate, cosmic variance limited, measurement of r using
21cm lensing could in principle reach r ∼ 10−9 [28, 29]. As we
will see, even this would provide a constraint on axion physics.
2 The particular (1− cos θ) form of the potential can vary, but its
CP -conserving properties are guaranteed [32].
The PQ field, S, is a complex field charged under a
global U(1) symmetry broken at scale fa. The axion, a,
is the angular part of this field. The radial part, s, is min-
imised at fa. Our mechanism for reducing isocurvature
perturbations works by taking s  fa during inflation.
One mechanism by which this can be achieved is to take
s to be the inflaton.
The usual potential for the PQ field is given by:
V = λ
(
S†S − f
2
a
2
)2
=
1
4
λ
(
s2 − f2a
)2
, (5)
At large s this takes the form of a λφ4 single-field inflation
model.3 Such models are excluded at high confidence
level by Planck constraints on r and the scalar tilt, ns. To
work around this we introduce a non-minimal coupling,
ξ, between the s field and gravity (see Refs. [34–40] for
other treatments of this model and embeddings of it in
supergravity/string theory),
SJ =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−
(
M2pl + ξs
2
2
)
R+
1
2
(∂s)2 − V (s)
]
.
(6)
When this action is transformed from the Jordan frame
to the Einstein frame (which has a canonical gravity sec-
tor) we must define a new scalar field in order to have
canonical kinetic terms, i.e. ,
SE =
∫
d4x
√−gE
[
−1
2
M2plRE +
1
2
(∂Eσ)
2 − VE(σ(s))
]
,
(7)
where we have,
σ′ ≡
(
dσ
ds
)
=
√
1 + (s2ξ/M2pl)(1 + 6ξ)
1 + s2ξ/M2pl
, (8)
and,
VE =
V
(1 + ξs2/M2pl)
2
=
1
4λ
(
s2 − f2a
)2
(1 + ξs2/M2pl)
2
. (9)
The slow roll parameters are then modified slightly to,
 =
1
2
M2pl
(
V ′E
VEσ′
)2
, (10)
η = M2pl
(
V ′′E
VEσ′2
− V
′
Eσ
′′
VEσ′3
)
. (11)
For the analysis of inflation in this model it is sufficient
to take the limit fa → 0 in equation (9). For fa < Mpl
3 The axion direction is massless during inflation in QCD and we
consider it a spectator field. In more general axion models it
would be interesting to explore two-field “spintessence”-like in-
flation [33].
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FIG. 2: The dependence of the self-coupling, λ, and the
tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, on the non-minimal couping to grav-
ity, ξ, for N = 60 (solid) and N = 50 (dashed). Here λ is
fixed using As = 2.196× 10−9 and we take the limit fa → 0.
the effect of non-zero fa is a negligible and we may treat
r and fa as independent (see [35] for case where fa →∞
and the effect becomes substantial). We thus have a two-
parameter model of inflation. Holding the normalisation
As = 2.196× 10−9 fixed reduces this to a one-parameter
family of models. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 (upper
panel) where we show the dependence of λ on ξ. The
values of r and ns also depend on ξ. We show r(ξ) in one
dimension in Fig. 2 (lower panel): as ξ → 0, r asymptotes
to its value in λφ4 inflation. In the opposite regime of
large ξ the tensor-to-scalar ratio goes to a minimum value
rmin = 3 × 10−3 for N = 60, where N is the number of
e-folds of observable inflation.
The resulting ns − r plane predictions are shown in
Fig. 3, along with the 1 and 2σ contours from Planck.
Our model is flexible enough to accommodate a large
part of the interesting ns−r parameter space as we await
future measurements.
Apart from introducing an additional parameter, what
has been the role of the non-minimal coupling? The the-
ory without the minimal coupling resembles λφ4 theory
at large s. The potential is too steep and cannot give
rise to primordial power spectra consistent with Planck.
The non-minimal coupling causes the effective potential
for the canonically normalised, Einstein frame field, σ,
to flatten at large values of s [35], allowing for large-field
inflation with r as a variable parameter. As the non-
minimal coupling, ξ, is varied the model is tuned between
regular quartic inflation and a copy of non-minimal Higgs
inflation scenario [41]. With ξ as a free parameter a wide
range of values for r can be accommodated while s under-
goes super-Planckian evolution and dilutes isocurvature
perturbations, as we discuss below. There are observable
consequences of this scenario combining axion direct de-
tection with CMB polarisation measurements, which we
will also discuss.
We note here that it is possible for quantum correc-
tions to change the predictions of the theory. The case
where the PQ scalar was also coupled to a fermion was
considered in [34] where the effect of this correction on
the inflationary parameters was analysed. In the interest
of remaining as general as possible we do not consider
any such couplings. There will also be quantum correc-
tions from the running of λ and ξ on their own (see [40]).
In our case we do not expect these corrections to have a
large effect on our results because the bare coupling, λ,
is very small.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE AXION
SECTOR
The cosmological evolution of the axion field is deter-
mined by the epoch in which the PQ symmetry is broken.
In the standard scenario (when the radial field, s, plays
no part in inflation) the symmetry is broken during in-
flation and remains broken after inflation if
fa > Max[H/2pi, Trh] , (12)
where Trh is the reheat temperature. When the inequal-
ity Eq. (12) is satisfied all relics of the PQ phase transi-
tion are diluted away by inflation, and isocurvature per-
turbations in the axion field are present. In the opposite
regime
fa < Min[H/2pi, Trh] , (13)
then the PQ symmetry is unbroken during inflation, and
no isocurvature modes are produced. However, relics of
the phase transition, such as strings, now play an impor-
tant cosmological role.
In our model where s plays the role of the inflaton the
axion acquires isocurvature perturbations regardless of
the value of fa because the symmetry is always broken
during inflation. The reheat temperature is then the only
relevant scale in deciding whether these modes survive,
and whether relics of the phase transition are cosmolog-
ically relevant.
A. Isocurvature
We begin by discussing isocurvature perturbations in
the standard scenario where s plays no role in inflation.
Axions are essentially massless at energy scales 
ΛQCD so receive large quantum fluctuations [O(H/2pi)
every e-fold] during inflation. These fluctuations do not
alter the local energy density but instead are fluctuations
in the number density of axions. Axions also couple so
weakly to Standard Model particles that they never re-
turn to thermal equilibrium with the rest of the Universe.
As the Universe cools to below ΛQCD the axion mass be-
comes significant and these density fluctuations must be
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FIG. 3: The variation of the model prediction in the ns-r
plane for different values of ξ. We show the 1 and 2σ con-
straints from Planck with WMAP [42] polarisation (WP) and
BAO from various surveys (see Ref. [43] for details). Our
model is consistent with the data for ξ & O(few) × 10−3 de-
pending on N , the number of e-folds of observable inflation.
compensated by radiation fluctuations. The fraction of
axion-type isocurvature perturbations is constrained to
be [1],
α =
〈(δT/T )2iso〉
〈(δT/T )2tot〉
. 0.039, (14)
at k = 0.05 Mpc−1.
We will use Eq. (14) as our constraint at arbitrary r,
but technically this is incomplete. As we will shortly see,
isocurvature constraints usually force r ≈ 0 for axions.
Axion isocurvature as constrained in Ref. [1] therefore as-
sumes r = 0, and consistent with this takes the isocurv-
cature spectrum to be scale invariant. Constraints on α
will also in general be correlated with those on r. The
combined effect of r and α constraints on axions is so
strong, however, that even an O(1) change to the value
of either is relatively unimportant. Therefore, despite the
complications just discussed, the percent-level bound of
Eq. (14) will provide a good sense for the constraints on
axion parameter space in our model including r.
Axion isocurvature perturbations have (e.g. [44])4,
α =
1
1 +
pif2a〈θ2i 〉
M2pl
, (15)
where 〈θ2i 〉 is fixed by the DM relic abundance for a given
4 We assume that the axion accounts for 100% of the DM relic
density. This assumption is easy to drop [10].
fa. For the QCD axion we have
Ωmisa h
2 = 0.1199
( 〈θ2i 〉
6× 10−6
)(
fa
1016 GeV
)7/6
, (16)
where the angle brackets denote spatial averaging and for
simplicity we have dropped anharmonic contributions to
the potential and possible dilution by entropy production
after the QCD phase transition (see e.g. [45] for more
details and discussions of the accuracy and limitations of
this formula). When Eq. (12) is satisfied, 〈θ2i 〉 must lie
in the range [∼ (H/2pifa)2, pi2/3], where the lower limit
is due to back reaction of the perturbations [46].
Using r = 16 and combining Eqs. (15) and (16) with
the Planck constraints of Eq. (14) and Ωcdmh
2 = 0.1199±
0.0027 [43] we find the bound,
r . 2× 10−10
(
fa
1016 GeV
)5/6
. (17)
This well-known result highlights that any conceivable
detection of r will put severe constraints on axion DM
with GUT scale fa in the traditional setup.
If, however, the radial part, s, of the PQ field evolves
considerably from inflation to the present, for example if
it is the inflaton as we propose, the conclusion Eq. (17)
can be radically changed. This is because the effective
fa,eff = s∗ during inflation can be much larger than the
vacuum value, fa, appearing in the potential Eq. (5). In
this scenario Eq. (15) becomes
α =
1
1 +
pis2∗〈θ2i 〉
M2pl
. (18)
In this case the fa dependence of isocurvature modes
changes significantly. We see in Eq. (15) that it is usually
preferable to have large fa to avoid isocurvature bounds.
In our model however fa no longer directly enters the
equation for α, and it is preferable to have a smaller fa as
a result of its indirect effect through 〈θ2i 〉 when fixing the
DM relic abundance in Eq. (16). The r dependence also
changes because now the important r-dependent quantity
is s2∗/ rather than just . The consequences of Eq. (18)
in the parameter space (r, fa) are discussed in Section IV.
Another realisation of our general scheme could be
achieved in volume modulus inflation [47]. In string the-
ory the axion decay constant is inversely proportional to
the volume of the compact dimensions, and so if the vol-
ume evolves from small values during inflation to large
values (in string units) after inflation then this too will re-
duce the axion isocurvature amplitude. This is achieved
in Ref. [47] by inflection point inflation along the decom-
pactification direction at small volume, with reheating
occuring in a large volume meta-stable de Sitter vacuum.
An attractor solution prevents the field from overshoot-
ing the meta-stable end-point.
Since the decay constants of all axion-like particles in
string theory depend inversely on the volume, the volume
5modulus model could dilute the isocurvature perturba-
tions of many axions at once. In a field theory model like
ours this could be achieved by inflation along a diagonal
in field space with many s fields, i.e. a radial-field version
of N-flation [48].
B. Reheating
As already noted, in our model the axion acquires
isocurvature perturbations for any value of fa. However,
it is still the case that if the Universe reheats to a suf-
ficiently large temperature after inflation then the PQ
symmetry will be restored, eradicating the isocurvature
modes.
The PQ symmetry is restored by reheating when the
thermal effective mass of the PQ field is large enough to
result in an overall positive mass squared. This requires
m2eff =
λT 2rh
2
> λf2a , (19)
or
Trh >
√
2fa, (20)
where the factor of 1/2 is a 1-loop coefficient in the high
temperature limit.
The precise value of Trh is model dependent because it
is determined by the coupling of the PQ field to the Stan-
dard Model (and possibly other) fields. In order to keep
our discussion as general as possible we parametrise the
uncertainty in Trh using an efficiency parameter, eff < 1,
with
Trh =
√
effHMpl. (21)
The phenomenology of different scenarios can then be
investigated by varying eff.
In the case where equation (20) is satisfied and PQ
symmetry is restored after reheating the cosmic strings
that are formed when it breaks again cannot be inflated
away. The decay of these cosmic strings can then produce
axions and contribute to the relic density [44, 49–51] with
Ωstra h
2 ' (0.1− 1.0) 7.3× 104
(
fa
1016 GeV
)1.18
, (22)
where the prefactor reflects various theoretical uncertain-
ties regarding string decay and the QCD phase transition
(see [45] for more details). This introduces a conservative
upper bound on fa in order not to over produce DM of
fa < 1.25× 1011 GeV . (23)
C. Direct Detection and Other Constraints
The direct search for axion-like particles in the labora-
tory by the Axion Dark Matter Experiment (ADMX)
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FIG. 4: Axion DM constraints for non-minimal PQ infla-
tion model showing the new window unavailable to other ax-
ion models. The red region is ruled out by isocurvature con-
straints. The orange region is rule out by astrophysical con-
straints on the photon-axion coupling. The blue region is ruled
out by overproduction of DM from cosmic strings (shown for
three different reheating temperatures parameterised by eff).
The green region is excluded by direct searches for DM ax-
ions by ADMX. The purple lines show the projected lower
bounds of the CASPEr experiment. Together, Spider and
CASPEr/ADMX-HF can probe a large part of the parameter
space of our model.
has provided additional constraints on the parameter
space. Axion DM particles with masses in the the range
ma = (1.9 − 3.3) µeV have been excluded [52]. We can
convert this to a constraint on fa using,
ma =
√
z
1 + z
fpimpi
fa
= 6.2 µeV
(
1012 GeV
fa
)
, (24)
where z = mu/md ' 0.56. This yields and exclusion in
the range fa = (1.88− 3.26)× 1012 GeV.
There also exists an upper bound on the axion mass of
ma . 103 µeV (fa & 6.2×109 GeV) due to astrophysical
limits on the axion-photon coupling [53]. Larger axion
masses result in a large photo-axion coupling and can
significantly alter the cooling time of stars, radiation from
SN1987A, solar neutrino flux and other phenomena. A
lower bound on the mass of the QCD axion follows from
the phenomenon of black hole super radiance and the
observed spins of stellar mass blackholes, excluding fa &
1017 GeV [54].
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of this paper are summarised in Fig. 4
where we show the constraints on fa as a function of
6the tensor-to-scalar ratio in our model of inflation driven
by the radial PQ field. The upper portion of the plot is
ruled out by excess isocurvature modes for any observ-
able value of r even when our mechanism is employed.
Our mechanism opens up a new window for intermediate-
scale axions with 1012 GeV . fa . 1015 GeV to be con-
sistent with observable primordial B-modes, as could be
observed, for example, by near future experiments like
Spider.
The exact size of the new window depends on the value
of r, which has a minimum value, rmin ≈ 4× 10−3 in our
model. This is below what is accessible to Spider, but
it is not impossible to imagine this as detectable at some
stage in the future. In standard inflation r . 10−10 is
required for high fa axions to be viable in the so-called
anthropic window [9]. If r were detected, for example
by 21cm lensing, in the range 10−9 . r . 10−3 then a
mechanism other than ours would be necessary to save
the high fa QCD axion.
Remaining agnostic about the model of reheating and
allowing eff to vary by orders of magnitude has a strong
effect on the size of the new window, with the lower
bound of the window fa,low ∝ 0.5eff . Even when reheating
is quite efficient (up to eff ∼ 10−2) our model is still able
to accommodate large values of r and fa simultaneously
within some window. The size of the new window is max-
imised when reheating is inefficient and the blue region
disappears; this occurs for eff . 10−10.
We have also highlighted the presence of the classic
window for axion DM, when the PQ symmetry is restored
after inflation. Here the lower bound on fa is imposed by
astrophysical constraints [53], while the upper bound is
imposed by the DM abundance from string decay. When
the reheating is very inefficient (eff . 10−10) the size of
the classic window can be reduced significantly because
the symmetry cannot be restored.
The ADMX exclusion lies in the new window so we can
look forward to more explorations of this window (and
the classic window) with the proposed ADMX-HF exper-
iment [55] that will extend the sensitivity to masses as
large as ∼ 100 µeV (fa ∼ 6 × 1010 GeV). The CASPEr
experiment [56] has proposed a search for axions with
large fa using the precession of CP -odd nuclear mo-
ments of target sample caused by interacting with DM
axions. Phase 2 of the experiment can rule out axions
with fa > 1.3×1016 GeV. With improvements in magne-
tometer technology the experiment can be used to search
for axions with fa > 4×1013 GeV. Without some mecha-
nism to dilute isocurvature, such as ours, the entire range
for CASPEr would be excluded on cosmological grounds
if r is observed by Spider.
We have shown that it is possible for large fa axion
DM to coexist with high scale inflation, with observably
large tensor modes and accompanying isocurature. If a
non-negligible measurement of r is reported in future by
e.g. Keck-Array [57] or Spider this would be selective
in the available parameter space of our model. Further-
more if large fa axions are found by CASPEr or ADMX
then a mechanism such as that presented in this paper
will be needed to reconcile the two measurements. Ad-
ditional probes of the model could come if isocurvature
perturbations are observed at the percent level by future
CMB polarisation measurements [58]. Axion DM direct
detection and CMB polarisation experiments are comple-
mentary in many ways and together can access physics at
extremely high energies and discriminate between models
of inflation.
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